
The Bio-SMART Initiative 
(BioSensing with Machine Augmented Reinvented Toilets) 

 

The Center for WaSH-AID and MEDx have joined forces to lead a paradigm shift in our ability to 
manage individual and population health and wellness, including early detection of disease. The 
overarching objective of the Bio-SMART initiative, a multi-year project launched in February 2018, will 
be to develop a prototype smart waste management system (i.e., “smart toilet”), with in-line sensing and 
data analytics capabilities. This collaborative effort between Duke engineering and medicine faculty takes 
advantage of converging advances in sensing technologies, biomarker diagnostics and data analytics to 
enable daily monitoring of health and wellness through the analysis of urine and feces. 

The Concept 

Daily analysis of human waste provides an unprecedented opportunity for monitoring individual 
population health and wellness. Urine and feces are latent data-rich biospecimens.  This initiative 
leverages previous and ongoing research by the team in the engineering of on-site waste treatment 
technologies, the study of key analytes and biomarkers in human excreta that may be linked to 
presymptomatic detection of disease, and a deeper understanding of policy implications and sociocultural 
barriers to implementation.  This initiative will leverage and cultivate multidisciplinary teams to provide 
the broader perspective necessary to address such complex and interdependent challenges.   

 

Analytes and Biomarkers in Human Waste  

The smart toilet will allow unprecedented assessment of individual and population health and nutrition to 
optimize lifestyle and disease prevention. It will enable biosurveillance to better manage both acute and 
chronic diseases. The smart toilet enables diagnostics on two waste streams: liquids and solids. Analysis 
of liquids could detect waterborne pathogens in asymptomatic subjects that contribute to the spread of 
community-acquired, potentially life-threatening infection associated with diarrhea  (C. difficile, 
Helicobacter pylori) and inorganic analytes as predictive biomarkers of chronic disease such as diabetes, 

 
Figure: Bio-SMART concept to study and maintain population health, including presymptomatic disease 

detection and management with future ability to link multiple sites 

	



hypertension, and various forms of renal disease. Analysis of solids could provide presymptomatic cancer 
detection through the detection of occult blood in stool (GI and genitourinary). It may also be used to: 
track biomarkers predicting relapse in inflammatory bowel disease; detect asymptomatic metabolic 
diseases and leverage microbiota biomarkers to track autoimmune diseases and infection 
(Proteobacteria); enable early detection of colon cancers (Fusobacteria); and monitor nutrition and 
obesity. Sensing modalities within the team’s range of expertise include in-situ chemical spectroscopy, 
electrochemical sensing, immunoassays and colorimetric assay coupled with image processing.   

Sensor Integration with Waste Treatment Platform  

The prototype toilets developed by the current team (http://abettertoilet.org/) will be augmented with 
sensing and machine-learning capabilities to enable presymptomatic population health assessment. 
Techniques to be integrated may include optical spectroscopy, image capture/classification, and in situ 
sequencing and mass spectrometry to detect, for example, occult blood stool, as well as bacterial 
biomarkers of inflammatory bowel disease and infection (Proteobacteria) and early detection of colon 
cancers (Fusobacteria).  The detection modality will be selected based on a number of factors, including 
measurement complexity, correlation to health effects, impact, user and stakeholder sensitivity, etc. Team 
engineers have worked with in-situ diagnostics for many years and will draw on that experience in the 
context of the smart toilet.  Sample handling to provide automated compatibility with the sensors will be a 
significant consideration in the design.   

Policy and Socioeconomic Factors 

Community-level surveillance has been shown to be successful in combating public health threats from 
polio to more modern emerging infections.  BioSMART has the potential to advance public health 
surveillance with the application of novel sanitation treatment and sensor technologies, yet public policy 
implications and cultural factors will need to be evaluated.  Policy questions will include examination of 
both barriers to adoption and potential policy-enabling mechanisms.  Considerations of socio-cultural 
factors will also be reviewed in the context of global public health and environmental guidelines, and in 
representative country contexts where this technology might be applied. 

Privacy will be another important issue with this initiative. Managing the sensitive information associated 
with this technology (i.e. biomarkers and health information) will require detailed consideration.  These 
nontechnical factors will be considered when deciding which technology and applications are most likely 
to succeed and to have the greatest societal benefits.  

These critical  considerations highlight the importance of a multidisciplinary team to develop and 
successfully launch a smart toilet. 

The founding PIs of the initiative include both medical and engineering faculty:   

• Lawrence David (lawrence.david@duke.edu), Assistant Professor in the Center for Genomics and 
Computational Biology and the Department of Molecular Genetics & Microbiology 

• Geoff Ginsburg (geoffrey.ginsburg@duke.edu), Professor of Medicine, Pathology, and Biomedical 
Engineering; Professor in the School of Nursing; Director, Duke Center for Applied Genomics & 
Precision Medicine; Director, MEDx 

• Jeffrey Glass (jeff.glass@duke.edu), Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Hogg Family 
Director of Engineering Management and Entrepreneurship 

• Sonia Grego (sonia.grego@duke.edu) , Sr. Research Scientist, Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering  

• Brian Stoner (stoner@duke.edu), Director of Duke’s Center for WaSH-AID (Water, Sanitation, 
Hygiene and Infectious Disease) and Research Professor in the Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering 


